
PIIYSICS
PAPER - 1

(THEORY)

(Maximum Marks: 70)

(Time allowed: Three hoars)

(Candidates are allowed additional 15 minutes for only reading the paper"

Tltey must NOT start writirtg during this time.)

All questions flre compulsorY.

This question pilper is divided -li:r;ffns,A, B, C and D asfottows:

Question number,l is of twelve marlrs. All parts of this question are compulsory.

Section B

Question numbers 2 to 12 carry 2 marlcs each with two questions havtng internal choice"

Section C

Question numbers I i to l9 caruy j marks each with two questtons having internal choice

Question numbers 20 to 22 ,rr rrrr-:;#::;ue questions and carry 5 marlcs each.

Each question has an internal choice.

The intended marks for questions are given in brackets I J.
All working, including rough work, should be done on the same sheet as and

adjacent to the rest of the answer.

Answers to sub parts of the same qwestion must be given in one place anly. A list of
useful physical constants is given at the end of this paper.

A simple scientific calculator without a programmable memory may be usedfor
calculations.

Section A
Answer all qwestions"

Question I
(A) Choose the correct altemative (a), (b), (c) or (d) for each of the questions given [5x1]

below:

(i) A point charge 'q' is kept at each of the vertices of an equilateral triangle
having each side 'a'. Total electrostatic potential energy of the system
is:

(a)

(c)
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(i0 Cunie teneperaful"e is the temperature above which:

(a) a f'errr:magnetic substanee behaves like a parafiiagnetic substance.

(b) a para&nagfletio substance l.rehaves like a diarnagnetic substance.

(c) a t'erronlagnctic suhstance behaves like a diamagnetic substance.

(d) a paramagnetic substance 'oekraves like a ferromagnetic substance.

(ii$ In an astromonnical telescope of refraetimg typc:

(4 Ob.jective sleould have smail focal length'

(b) Objective should irave trarge focal length'

(c) Eyepiece strould have trarge f'ooal length'

(d) Both ob.jective and eyepiece should have trarge for:ai length'

(lv) nn photoelectric effect experi.ment, the slope cf the graph of the

stopping potential versus frequemcy gives the value of:

i1

{Cl (d)

h

(v) In a nuclear reactor, cadm.flucm reds are used as:

(a) C"ontrerl rods

(b) Fuel rods

ic) Coolan"r

{d) i\4oderatun

Answer the follorving questio;r's hn"flefly and tcr the pcint:

(i) StateGauss'theorem.

(il) A rnetalhc wire having a resistance of 20C! is bent in order tc form a

cornplete sirole. Calculate the resistance between any two dianietrically

opposite Points on the eircle"

(iii) How can a rnovi.ng coil gaivanometer be converteai intc a voltrneter?

(iv) Write ffiflot-Savart's Eaw ln vector forffix"

(v) vlhat is the plaase differemee betrn'een any twa points npng cn the

serne wavefiont?

(vi) T{arne the physical principte nn the basis of whieh optical fibres work.

(vii) What ts Fair Prodtdctioffi?

tr

(B) {7xtl

1
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Sectiom H

Answer wll questiorts.

Question 2

(a) A r.rniforrn copper rvire having a cross sectional area of' trrnna2 carries a current
of 5.4. CaXcutrate the dnift speed of free electrons in it.
(Free electron number density of copper:2x10281m3.)

OR

(b) An electric bulb is rated as 250V, 750W. Catrculate the:

(r) Eleetrie ourrent flowing tirrough it, wliei: it is operat*d on a 25AY
supply.

(ir) Resistance of its filament.

Question 3

Write an expression for f,orce per unit lexagth between trvo trong current earrying
wires, kept parallel to each other, in vacuum and hence define an armpere, the SI urrit
of current.

Questiom 4

(i) Define angle af dip.

(ii) State the relation between magnetie susceptibiliry ( ff ) and

relative permeabiliff ( Pr) of a magnetic substance"

Question 5

(a) Figare I below shows a metallic rod MN of length / = 80crn, kept in a unifonn
magnetic field of flux density B : 0'5T, on two parallel metallic raitrs P and

A. Calculate the ernf that rvill be induced between its two errds, when it is
moved towards right with a constant velocity v of 36 km/hr"

N{

x

/: 80cm

x

N a
Figure 1
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when current flowing through one coil changes from 0 Amp to 15 Amp in
0'2 s, an emf of 750V is induced in an adjacent coil. Calculate the coeffiCient
of rnutual inductance of the two coils.

Question 5

(i) State any one use of infrared radiations.

(ii) State any one source of ultraviolet radiations.

Question 7

Where will you keep an object in f,ront of a:

(r) Convex lens in order to get a virtual and magnified image?

(iD Concave mirror to get a real and diminished image?

Question I

Question 9

(i) State de Broglie hypothesis.
(ir) what conclusion can be drawn from Davisson and Germer,s experiment?

Question trO

tzt

121

tzt

121

Mass of a proton

Mass of a neutron

l'007825u

1'008665u

15'994915uMass
"r ('[o)

Question 11

For a radioactive substance, write the relation between:

(i) Half life (T) and disintegrarion constant (1.).

(ii) Mean life ( r ) and disintegration constant (1.).

Question 12
I2l

(i)

(ii)

rnodulation?

d'emodulation?

4

(b)
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Section C
Answer all questtans.

Question 13

Show that intensity of electric field E at apoint in broadside on position is given by:

where the terms have their usual meaning.

Question 14

A parallel plate capacitor is charged by a battery, which is then disconnected.
A dielectric slab having dielectric constant (relative permittivity) K, is now
introduced between its two plates in order to occupy the spate compleiely.
State, in terms of K, its effect on the following:

(i) The capacitance of the capacitor.

(iil The potential difference between its plates.

(iii) The energy srored in the capacitor.

Question 15

(a) Er and Ez aretwo batteries having emfs of 3V and 4V and internal resistances
of 2Q-and 1() respectively. They are connected as shown in Figure 2 below,
Using Kirchhoffls Laws of electrical circuits, calculate the currents Ir and Iz:

t3l

A rzc

3V,2A

Rr:4C)

Ez 4V, 1(.)

R: 8e)

Figure 2
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(b) A potentiometer oircuit is shown rnFigures below. AB is a uniform metallic

*lie hauing length of Zmand resistance of 8()' The batteries Er and Ez have

emfs of 4v and tr 
.5v and their internal resistances are 1Q and ZfJ respectively'

RF,,

4V, lQ 7A

2m, 8Cl

A C

J

E,z

5V, 2Q

Figure j

When the jockey J does not t<iuch the wire AB' calculate:

(a) the current flowing through the potentiometer wire AB'

(b) the potential gradient across the rvire AB'

NowthejockeyJismadetotouchthewireABatapointCsuchthat
it, euiuuro*ui., (G) shows no deflection. Calculate the length AC'

B

1

(i)

(ii)

Question 16

For two thin lenses kept in contact with each other, show that:

111
-:-F frf,

where the terms have their usual meaning'

Question 17

(a) A cornpound microscope consists of two convex lenses having focal trength

of 1.5cm and 5cm. when an object is kept at a distance of 1'6cm from the

objective, the final image is virtual and lies at a distance of 25cm from the

"ylpi."".', 
cuic.rt*t" mignifying pow€r of the compound microscope in this

set-uP' 
oR

(b) In Young2s double slit experiment, the screen is kept at a distance of 1'2m

from the plane of the slits. The two slits are separated by 5mm and illuminated

withmonochromaticliglrthavingwavelength600nm"Calculate:

(i) Fringe width i.e. fringe separation ot-the interference pattern'

(ir) Distance of 10th bright fringe frorn the centre of the pattern

t3l

t3l
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Question 18

Dral., the energy level diagram of hydro
responsible for:

(i) absorption lines of l"ysnan series.

(ii) errrission li-nes of Balrner series.

gen atom and show the transitions

Question 19

(1) State any one diffarence between energy band diagram of conductors and that
of insulators.

(ii) Give a relption between s. and S for atransistor.
(Derivation is not required.)

(iii) What is the advantage of an LED bulb over the filament elecrric bulb?

.Section D

Answer all que.rtions.

Question 20

(a) (i) A 400o resistor, a 3H inductor and a 5plF capacitor are connected in
series ta a22AV,50Hz ac source. Calculate the:

(i) Irnpedance of the circuit.

(2) Current flowing through the circui.t.

Draw a labelled graph showing the variation of irnpedance (z) of a
series LCR circuit versus frequency (f) af the ac supply.

0R.

t3I

13I

tsI

(ii)

(b) (i)

(ii)

when an alternating ernf e : 310 sin (100nt)v is apptied to a series LCR
circuit, current flowing through it is i - 5 sin(100nt+ n/3)A.
(1) what is the phase difference between the current and the emf?

(2) Calculate the average power consurned by the circuit.

obtain an expression for the resonant frequency $") of a series LCR
circuit.

tr)ertve an expression for reflaction at a singre (convex) spherical
surface, i.e. a retration betrveen u, v, R, nl (rarer mediurn) ind
nz (denser mediurn), r.vhere the terms have their usual rneaning.

Name the phenornenon drie to which the sun appears reddish at sunset.

oR

Question 21

(a) (i)

(ii)

tsl
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(b)

(b) (i)

, (iii)

Draw a labelled graph of intensity of diffracted light (I) versus

angtre (9) in the Fraunhofer difftaction experiment for a single slit

diffraction.

State the law of Malus.

How will you distinguish experimentally betwoen ordinary light and

plane polarized light?

Draw a labelled circuit diagram of aZenerdiode as a voltage

regulator.

Show with the help of a diagram, how you will obtain an AND gate

using only NAND gates' (Truth table is not required')

OR
Draw a labelled circuit diagram of a transistor acting as a

common emitter amplifier. What is meant by phase reversal?

Draw the symbol of a NAND gate and write its truth table.

Useful Constant and Relation:

931MeV

15I
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(ii)

(iii)

(a) (i)

(ii)

1u
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